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Introduction 

 Transfer pricing refers to the pricing of cross-border intra-firm transactions

between related parties (UN, 2017).

 The rapid advances in technology, transportation and communication have led to

an increased number of multinational enterprises (MNEs) conducting their

operations worldwide.

 These MNEs engage in transfers of goods and services, intangibles and capital

within an MNE group. A big chunk of these transactions are not driven by market

forces rather the common interest of the associated enterprises.

 Tax authorities are concerned that these transactions may sometimes be

mispriced or incorrectly priced leading to tax avoidance and evasion.
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Introduction 
 Legal Framework

 Income Tax Act, 2004

 The Tax Administration Act, 2015

 Tax Administration (Transfer Pricing Regulations), 2018

 Transfer Pricing Guidelines, 2020

 Case Laws

 TRA Audits

 The Minister for Finance and Planning has recently emphasized through a

budget speech that transfer pricing compliance monitoring will be intensified

by the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) as part of the Government

measures to ensure effective tax collection.

 CAG recent report on control over transfer pricing by TRA has advised the

Ministry of Finance and Planning to monitor and evaluate TRA’s

performance over time on transfer pricing performance.
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Introduction 

 TRA has been conducting TP audits in various industries through its

International Tax Unit (ITU). 60 TP audits were carried out between

2016/2017 and 2019/2020.

 In 2019 for instance a task force was formed to audit entities in the

hospitality industry.

 Companies were found not to be complying with the arm’s length principle.

 Several transfer pricing assessments were issued.
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Introduction 
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Financial 

Year

No. of Transfer 

Pricing Cases 

Audits 

Completed

Amount of Tax 

Assessed

(In TZS)

Amount of 

Additional Tax 

Established                           

(In TZS)

2016/17 - - -

2017/18 12 53,661,673,863 27,344,222,493

2018/19 10 1,017,207,842,869 -

2019/20 1 10,493,066,118 -

Total 23 1,081,362,582,850 27,344,222,493



Introduction

 Given their role in the organization Accountants can play a pivotal role in

transfer pricing audit process.

 The understanding by Accountants of the focus of transfer pricing tax audits

conducted by tax authorities and how to manage the audits to reduce

associated tax risks is very important.

 When transfer pricing tax audits are not properly managed, they can be

costly to taxpayers in terms of double taxation, interest and penalties as well

as time wasted.
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Transfer Pricing Tax Audit Process
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Step 1: Risk Assessment

Step 2: Risk Profiling

Step 3: Selection of MNEs to be Audited

Step 4: Allocation of Transfer Pricing Audit

Step 5: Actual Transfer Pricing Audit

Step 6: Tax Assessment/ Adjustment and 
Closure



Transfer Pricing Tax Audit Process
 Step 1 : Risk Assessment

 Tax authorities do not have adequate resources.

 Selection of Taxpayers for Transfer Pricing Examination

 Returns filing and transfer pricing documentation.

 Exchange control authorities in some countries may work hand in hand with

the tax administration in sharing of information.

 Engagement with the taxpayer (Accountants should explain the commercial

context of the transactions/risks noted).

 Examples of Risk Categories

 Intentional profit shifting through new structures;

 Intentional profit shifting through restructuring;

 Intentional profit shifting through incorrect functional classification;

 The use of incorrect methods, allocation keys;

 Thin capitalization;
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Transfer Pricing Tax Audit Process

 Risk Areas

 Funding: Thin capitalization, Interest free loans

 Interest rates: Excessive interest rates, too low interest rates

 Goods: Offshore procurement/sourcing companies to keep profits offshore,

General mis-pricing (intentional/ unintentional), Offshore marketing

companies to keep profits offshore, General mis-pricing (intentional/

unintentional)

 Services: Excessive fees relative to benefit provided, charging when no

service received, duplication/shareholder services, no charge at all,

excessively low fees relative to benefit provided.
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Transfer Pricing Tax Audit Process

 Risk Areas (Cont’d)

 Intangibles/ Intellectual property, excessive charges, duplicating charges

through royalties over and above inflated prices, not charging for intangibles

developed locally, externalizing intellectual property without reward.

 Structures: Restructuring, new structures, to avoid/minimize imputation

through controlled foreign corporation, use of offshore branches in low tax

jurisdictions with double taxation treaties.
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Transfer Pricing Audit Process 
 Risk Factors/ Red Flags

 Consistent and continued losses;

 Transactions with related parties in countries with lower effective/marginal

tax rates, especially “secrecy jurisdictions” from which tax information is not

likely to be shared;

 Local low profit or loss making companies having material cross-border

transactions with related parties offshore, where the offshore part of the

group is relatively much more profitable;

 Existence of centralized supply chain companies in favorable tax

jurisdictions i.e. centralized sourcing or marketing companies located in

jurisdictions with low-tax or no-tax regimes and which are not located in the

same country/region as the group’s main customers and/or suppliers;

 Material commercial relationships with related parties in jurisdictions with

aggressive/strict transfer pricing rules.
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Transfer Pricing Tax Audit Process
 Step 5 : Actual Transfer Pricing Audit
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Understandi
ng Taxpayers’ 

Business

Understandi
ng Taxpayers’ 

Industry

Functions 
Analysis

Choice of 
Transfer 
Pricing 

Methods

Interim 
Report & 
Proposed 

Adjustments

Operations, value

drivers, scope,

volume and

nature of

transactions with

associates, ratios

computations.

Enables the

choice of possible

comparable

transactions/com

panies and

appropriate

transfer pricing

method.

Detection of

unusual

fluctuations or

variations

from industry

trends not

associated

with business

cycle or

product life

cycle.

Choose

the

transfer

pricing

method

based on

the

analysis.

Issue a report

with proposed

adjustment if

any.

Identification of key 

functions in creating 

value. Tracing of the 

flow of transactions. 

Who performed what?

Assumptions of risks 

Market risk, forex risk, 

credit risk, product 

liability risk. Assets 

control. 

Identification of 

comparable

uncontrolled

transactions.



Managing Transfer Pricing Audit

The following are some of the matters Accountants should pay attention to in

managing actual transfer pricing tax audits:

 Transfer Pricing Documentation and Interviews

 The transfer pricing documentation is normally the starting point and key

document to the tax auditors.

 Ensure documentation is from a transfer pricing study and is comprehensive

as per the requirements.

 Compliance with the documentation requirements as per the jurisdiction’s

transfer pricing laws is key e.g. thresholds, extensions etc.

 Ensure the method used and application should be reliable in arriving at the

arm’s length price.

 Interviews should be used to properly clarify matters.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
 Functional Analysis

 Functional analysis i.e., the identification and comparison of significant

activities and roles performed by the independent and related parties. It

determines prices and profitability.

 Accountants should ensure a robust functional analysis is undertaken with a

focus on actual functions performed not just contractual obligations.

 Ensure comparable data are for transactions performed in the same year as

the year of your entity’s controlled transactions. If not, ensure it is the

average of the most current years not exceeding three years before the

financial year.

 Accountants should also ensure that only relevant comparable data are used

by TRA.

 Evidence of functions performed and risks assumed by the parties should

be provided. Accountants should ensure they are obtained

contemporaneously.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
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Management 
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Financing Sales and Marketing Procurement

 Profiles of service

providers
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
 Choice of Transfer Pricing Method

 The functional analysis should also identify appropriate transfer pricing

method to apply, value drivers etc. Thus Accountants should ensure that

appropriate method is used.

 TRA prefers cost plus method for services. For commodity transactions

ensure the price used is the daily quoted spot price of the good’s shipping

date e.g. evidenced by bill of lading/any other transport evidence.

 TRA normally undertake its own benchmarking studies-they can reject a

method if no justification.

 On TP Methods there is preference for Traditional Transfer Pricing Methods.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
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Comparable 

Uncontrolled 

Price Method 

(CUP)

Resale Price 
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
 Economic Substance

 Demonstration of economic substance of transactions undertaken with

associates is important to avoid adjustments during tax audit which can lead

into penalties.

 Transfer pricing outcomes should thus align with value creation. For

instance, for intragroup services, there is a need to ensure intra-group

services have been rendered.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
 Economic Substance (Cont’d)

Benefit Test under Income Tax Act

 The costs for intra-group services should comply with section 11(2) of ITA i.e

be incurred wholly and exclusively for the production of income .

 Thus the tax audit will focus on establishing whether the provision of such

services has conferred an economic benefit or commercial value to the

business to improve its commercial position, for instance in terms of

cost reduction, time saving, increased competitiveness, increased

market share etc.

 Effectively this implies that invoices, contracts, reports and the TP

documentation are not adequate to confirm the arm’s length principle.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit

 Economic Substance (Cont’d)

 Refer also to appeal cases: Mbeya Cement Company Limited and Vs.

TRA-Civil Appeal No. 160 of 2017 and Coca-Cola Kwanza Limited Vs. TRA,

Consolidated Tax Appeals No. 90 of 2015 and 20 of 2017.

 Also the taxpayer may be questioned on the rationale for sourcing services

such as audit, tax and legal from abroad especially when these can be

sourced in Tanzania.
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Managing a Transfer Pricing Audit
 Economic Substance (Cont’d)

 The mechanism to charge the fees will be thoroughly examined e.g., actual

costs expectation should not be based on percentage of turnover.

 Allocation key can be used when actual costs is impossible.

 Appropriate markup should be established on the actual costs. For

intragroup financing there is a need to ensure:

 the transaction qualifies as a loan,

 the amount is commercially rational;

 and the interest charged is at arm’s length.
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Managing Transfer Pricing Audit
Example

 URT Local Limited (ULL), A Tanzanian subsidiary of Popote World Inc. (PWI)

includes a deduction of Tshs. 200 million for management fees in its tax

return for the 2018 year of income. The accompanying transfer pricing

documentation described the deduction as arising from payments made to

PWI in respect of management services the PWI provides to all group’s

members. In the same year of income ULL had also claimed Tsh.137 million

as technical support fees.

 Transfer pricing audit by TRA revealed the following:

(i) About the Tsh.200 million charge for management fees

 The Tsh. 200 million was charged as 3%of ULL’s turnover contrary to

Regulation 10(4) of the Regulation which requires the proper method to

determine the consideration for intra-group service be the cost of performing

the services.

 There was no evidence that ULL needed the management service and that

an independent company in comparable circumstances would be willing to

pay for the services.
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Managing Transfer Pricing Audit
Example (Cont’d)

ii) About the Tsh.137 million charge for technical fees

 The charge was claimed in respect of IT support services purported to be

provided by PWI (Country X)-another subsidiary in the PWI group.

 All IT issues in ULL’s business are handled by ULL’s local IT team.

 The ULL local team was adequately qualified and fully responsible for IT

services at ULL.

In determination of the audit case,

i) The Tsh. 200 million was disallowed on the ground that no service was

actually rendered to ULL.

ii) The Tshs.137 million was rejected on the basis that the purported IT

support services by PWI (Country X) was a duplicate service.
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Managing Transfer Pricing Audit
 Other Techniques

 Invest a lot in the audit process before assessments are issued e.g provide

appropriate and adequate evidences (during audit and objection), raise

awareness to TRA on the business value chain, providing information,

addressing audit queries etc.

 Undertake Transfer Pricing Tax Health Checks

 Consider Advanced Pricing Agreements (APAs)

 Use competent and experienced TP Advisors:

 Address potential audit issues during the audit;

 transfer pricing study and provision of documentation;

 defense strategy, negotiation;

 Application of APAs etc.
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Conclusion

 A transfer pricing audit is normally complicated and can become a costly

matter both for a national tax authority and a taxpayer.

 Accountants should therefore not take them lightly; due consideration should

be given to the possible complexities and to the amount of tax at risk.

 Given their position in organizations, Accountants will be in a better position

to manage transfer pricing tax audits when :

 They ensure proper supporting documentation for transactions undertaken

with related parties contemporaneously.

 Demonstrate economic substance of the transactions (benefit test), ensure

compliance with the provisions of the transfer pricing law and other tax laws

of the country.

 Work with TP advisors to engage TRA during the audit process. Provide

evidence that the pricing of related party transactions complies with the

arm’s length principle.
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Discussion
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